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GPH-205 ESSAY GUIDE 
Your Reflective Essay and Conclusions Work 

An assignment with two parts   (Revision 6, 12/24/15) 
 

Introduction 
There is no midterm exam in GPH-205 and the course has no 
final exam. It has no midterm because the amount of feedback 
you receive on every assignment—all of which can be revised 
based on feedback provided to you and re-submitted for re-
grading—is much greater than the one-time “how am I 
doing?” feedback that you might receive from a rote-
memorization midterm test. The course has no final exam 
because the degree of your learning is assessed much more 
comprehensively with a first-person reflective essay you can 
work on all during the term followed by “conclusions work” 
based on your essay to assess your ability to think critically 
employing what you have learned. All of the work of the course 
is designed to help you learn what you need to understand to 
develop the essay and to do the conclusions work.  Jim 

 
The first part of the assignment: your reflective essay body  

The first part of this assignment is writing the body of the essay, which is 
imaginative and creative writing. In this part you put yourself in the shoes 
(sandals?) of a person who was born into the Lascaux civilization and who for some 
reason doesn’t age, grow old, or die. You live on and experience 22,000 years of 
existence and wind up in 1900, with a memory of it all. You are NOT a modern 
person who has gone back in time; you are a truly prehistoric person who has 
lived from the time of Lascaux to the present. Part of the work here is developing 
the character of this person, how they come to realize that they live on, and how 
they experience life and art in the eras in which they keep a journal (or “diary”). 

Your reflective essay does not have a “thesis statement.” In the essay you are 
not trying to “prove” anything. You are recording your (imagined) life experiences in 
living through the ages we study, especially those experiences in which you interact 
with the art, and possibly artists of that era or civilization, in the way the art affects 
you, and the way the people creating the art are treated by others, and the 
technologies used to create it. This is akin to what is sometimes called an “oral 
history.”  

Your essay provides the basis for the conclusions work that you do at the end 
of the term. But the basis it provides is as a source of facts to prove or disprove 
conclusions I give to you; you don’t develop your own conclusions. So as you begin 
this writing don’t worry about the conclusions. I will be giving you separate 
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This document completely 
replaces Unit 5 in the 
workbook for GPH-205, The 
History of Visual 
Technology, 3rd edition. 
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follow this guide and not 
Unit 5 in the workbook for 
your reflective essay and 
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instructions for the conclusions work 10 days before the end of the term. Focus now 
on your life and live going forward in time as we progress through the material, and 
have fun doing this creative but factual (in the sense of art) writing! 

Your first page: where you start 
You are approximately 20 years old and living in the Lascaux cave civilization. You 
give yourself a name that might have been appropriate to that civilization—
probably a short one or two syllable name. The point of this scenario is for you to 
weave into your story the facts that you know about the civilization—the facts you 
learn from the first part of Unit 1 of the workbook, chapter 1 of The Story of Art, 
and the related videos. Those facts are collected by you from these sources on the 
first row of the Unit Summary Form (USF) for Unit 1. In order to get you started and 
to provide an example of the format and content intended for you USF entries I have 
given you the facts you need on workbook page 57; there’s nothing keeping you 
from beginning your essay in the first unit of the course. The first page of your 
reflective essay is a required work item you must submit in Unit 1!  

Your first page draft needs to be at least one double-spaced page with one inch 
margins in 12 point Times New Roman font. It can be longer than one page if you 
wish.1 You develop it early in Unit 1 and you submit it to the dedicated course email 
address by the end of Unit 1. It’s one of three items of work in Unit 1, the others 
being USF1 and the Project 1 

What eras or civilizations do you write about? 
Your USFs will take you through a total of 27 eras or civilizations you are required 
to learn about. However your reflective essay body only documents your life 
experiences in less than half of these—specifically, these 12: 

 Civilization/era Studied in Unit… 
1 Lascaux about 20,000 BC 1 
2 Egypt about 2400 BC 1 
3 The Persian Empire under Cyrus the Great 1 
4 Greece about 300 BC 1 
5 Rome about AD 400 1 
6 The Middle Ages in Europe about AD 1000 2 
7 China in about AD 1000 2 
8 The Gothic Era in Europe about AD 1200 2 
9 The Renaissance about AD 1550 3 

10 The Baroque in Italy about AD 1700 4 
11 The Enlightenment about AD 1800 4 
12 Impressionist era about AD 1890 4 

1  The entire essay, due at the end of the term, must be at least 2,500 words minimum. But there is no 
maximum length limitation, write as much as you like if you are thusly inspired! 
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Your essay simply ends about 1895. You don’t die, we just don’t hear from you 
anymore. Your writing simply stops with no conclusions at its end; you’ll do the 
conclusions work separately as later instructions will indicate. 

Making the body of your paper interesting 
Developing your character takes imagination. But fleshing out your story line can be 
fun! Here are some ideas that can help you add interest to your story: 

• Interact with noted people in history. In at least one era have your character 
meet some person who we now recognize as very famous although he or she 
wouldn't necessarily be in their own time. One student has herself being pushed 
into a crypt by none other than King Tutankhamen himself and the sarcophagus 
lid being slid shut! That was a transition for her to the next era since she just 
slept (she’s immortal, remember?) and when she woke up she was in Greece. 
The tomb Tut pushed her into had been pilfered by grave robbers who took the 
sarcophagus to Greece where it was opened and she escaped (the slaves who 
opened that mummy case for the Greek person who bought it from the thieves 
really got a surprise!).  

• Express some astonishment early on that you are alive when people you 
knew have died off, and how you don't seem to age although the people you 
meet in your life do age and eventually die. Wonder about this and decide 
eventually that something must have happened to you in that first event that 
gives you this immortal "life force." Maybe some mist or strange-smelling water 
you fell into? Or some of those weird berries you ate? That glowing rock you 
picked up in a nearly hidden recess of a cave? 

• Introduce some tension. Some people around your character will notice that 
he/she isn’t aging like they are. In earlier days this could make some locals 
suspicious that your character is a witch, or whatever the male counterpart is to 
a witch, and consorting with Satan! Or they may just be jealous and send some ill 
will your way. Whatever, it gets tense for your character to be there and maybe 
this is a good time to make an exit that happens to lead to the next era you’ll 
document living through. Account for time and geographical distance somehow 
in the transition. 

• Get to know some noted person really well and have a “flashback” later to 
that memory long after that person is gone (you are still very alive and well!). 
One student in her paper happened upon a young “Leo” in the Renaissance and 
lived with him for a year and described what he was doing with art—she later in 
another era learned from an old man tending a church that Leonardo da Vinci 
painted the art on the wall. She remembered then that Leo had been sketching it 
out when she knew him 300 years before! Things like this can fascinate readers 
and make your writing very interesting as you describe simple details of a 
person’s life that you can only know by having been there. 

• Describe some features of noted people you observe—for example, the 
student who Tut pushed into a crypt saw his face and described it. That puts you 
right there, in his presence. If you really want to be bold, put yourself in the 
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Roman Middle East about the time of Jesus and get a glimpse of him and mention 
it matter of factly—remember, things that are held in esteem in modern times 
were ordinary day-to-day experiences in ancient times to a person living then.  

• Correct a person who doesn’t know as much as you do because you were 
there and they weren’t. At the end of your creative writing (at which point you 
have arrived in about AD 1900), let’s say you are talking with friends in an art 
class; have another person say something about some historical art that is not 
correct, and correct them in a way that reveals that you were actually there 
seeing it being created. For example, someone asks you how come you know so 
much about it, were you there in Rome when the Coliseum was being 
constructed? You can respond in a coy way since you know they would never 
believe that you actually HAD been there 1800 years ago and were still around! 
One little episode that suggests itself is that hand print in a Lascaux cave where 
the artist put his hand on the wall and must have spit paint out to form a 
silhouette of it. Let's say someone says the artist painted dots around his fingers 
like a pointillist painter would later do. You can blurt out something like "No, 
Nhut did that by taking a mouthful of the gooey beast-fat paint and spitting it 
out" and then you realize that you just said the name of a person who had been 
dead 22,000 years and no one else knows anything about him. So you have to 
backtrack a bit about how you knew this—but you know you really were there 
and saw it, which brings a wry smile to your face. 

• Put yourself in some noted art. Looking at paintings in prep for an art history 
final, someone you are studying with remarks that you look a lot like the woman 
in Manet's A Bar at the Folies-Bergere. You remember that it really was YOU 
who posed for that picture that rainy Thursday night in August 1881 when 
Manet hobbled in on a cane, asked for absinthe, and sketched you on the back of 
an old calendar page. But you don't mention it because you know people will 
think you're crazy! A twist like these little reminiscences can add a lot of human 
interest. They are easy and fun to cook up if you think about this technique. 

• Add some detail. One thing that can make writing more interesting is detail. 
Don’t just say “flowers near the door” say “scarlet red geraniums overflowing the 
broken rim of the old clay pot rightward of the door.” Don’t say the man looks 
old, say “he had creases on his face around his eyes and lines caked with paint 
around a nose that had for many years been pointed at frescoed ceilings.” 
Remember, you were there. You saw all of this. Your reader didn’t and needs the 
word picture to visualize it. 

• Use appropriate-period names for people and places. Don’t use modern 
names. Make up short names that sound primitive like “Oog”or “Ahya.” Drop in a 
variation of the name in the era such as "Lash Koa" for the first era. It's 
reasonable to think that the modern name derives from some much earlier 
words for a place. This helps anchor the character in the location and time 
without using a modern name. The web site at this link 
http://bit.ly/namehints can help you come up with all sorts of names.  

• Don't use numbers like "100" in prehistoric or ancient times because although 
we take a capable numbering system for granted, numbers for counting large 
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quantities and Arabic numerals weren't invented until thousands of years later. 
Use the word "many" and repeat it for emphasis to describe very long periods of 
time, like "many, many". Repetition is still a part of some modern cultures as a 
means of emphasis. Express things like your age in term like “four hands cold 
cold times” (ie., 4 x 5 fingers = 20). 

• Don't use the word "year" because this is a modern idea and term for time. 
Instead, use "moons" or "warm times" or "cold times" which imply recognition of 
an annual cycle.  

• Have other characters do some of the explaining. Don’t always have your 
character tell the facts, have other characters that you talk to in eras explain 
things. Have your character meet people who provide some of the information. 
Variety is good as you progress through the eras.  

This assignment is intended to be more fun than composing a typical dry 
academic paper. It can be, if you start early enough and you work on it all 
during the term as you study each era. It gets tougher and tougher to do if left to 
the last part of the term. That’s why I demand that you compose the first page early 
in the term and let me review it. I can help you take your writing in the intended 
direction!  

The second part of the assignment: your conclusions work 
The GPH-205 reflective essay body is not traditional academic essay writing as you 
now know from reading the above.  
The conclusions work is not traditional either, because YOU don’t form 
conclusions. Instead, I will give them to you; they are different every term!  
Near the end of the term it will be your job to judge whether each of the three 
conclusions I give you at that time is true or false, and then to draw facts from 
your reflective essay body and cite them to substantiate your determination. 
You’ll do this conclusions work in a very streamlined, structured way that’s time-
efficient and focuses your attention on critical thinking, not on the arcane minutia of 
typical academic paper-writing. Because your own reflective essay is the ONLY 
allowed source of facts for your substantiating argument, there’s no outside 
research involved (and other resources can’t be cited!). Also because of this there is 
no need for a bibliography. And I provide a very simple citation format and form 
that you use instead of writing free-form.  

Your Unit Summary Form (USF) written homework for each unit is integrated 
with your reflective essay/diary and conclusions work. On the USFs you gather 
the facts on art purpose, rules for formation, and technology that you need to 
weave into your essay. I help you “perfect” the USFs with my feedback. Keep 
up with the USF work and you already make progress on your essay! 

But enough for now on that conclusions work—it’s not your concern right now! 
Your immediate job is to develop the first page of your reflective essay body and 
submit it on or before your Unit 1 due date! 
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